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We study the complexity of a barrier method for linear-inequality constrained
optimization problems where the objective function is only assumed to be analytic
and convex. As a special case, we obtain the usual complexity bounds for the linear
programming problem and for when the objective function is convex and qua-
dratic.  1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Given a polyhedral set 0/Rn defined by the inequalities
(x, bi ) ;i , 1i p,
and a convex and analytic function
f : Rn  R
(or more generally defined in an open and convex neighborhood of 0), we
consider here the following convex programming problem
inf
x # 0
f (x).
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An approach to solving this problem, known as the barrier method,
considers the function
ft(x)= f (x)&t :
p
i=1
ln((x, bi ) &;i )
defined, for any t>0, on int-0 the interior of 0. We suppose here that
int-0 is nonempty and the matrix b with columns bi , 1i p, has rank n.
For any t>0, let us assume that this function has a (necessarily unique)
minimum ‘t # int-0. Under these assumptions ‘t varies smoothly with t.
This is an easy consequence of the implicit function theorem. We also
assume that f (x)= f0(x) has a minimum in 0; thus, any limit point
‘=‘0 # 0 is solution of the convex programming problem. (Notice that 0
is closed.) Notice that the polyhedron 0 is not necessarily compact. The
existence of a minimum for ft on 0 may be obtained via a coercivity
assumption for f on the asymptotic cone 0 .
Since ft is a smooth and strictly convex function, for any t>0, ‘t is
characterized by the following system of equations:
gt(‘t)=0 with gt={ft .
We also let g= g0={f.
Now we attend to numerically approximate the path ‘t , t>0, in order
to compute approximate solutions to the convex programming problem.
By approximate solution we mean the following:
Definition 1. Given =>0 and x # 0, we say that x is an =-minimizer
for f on 0 when
f (x) f (‘)+=.
To construct such a minimizer we start from a subdivision
t0=1>t1> } } } >tM>0
of the intervall [0, 1] and from an approximate zero x0 for gt0 . We
construct a sequence xi by
xi+1=Ngti+1(xi ), 0i<M,
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where for any smooth function F : Rn  Rn, NF (x) denotes the Newton
operator
NF (x)=x&DF(x)&1 F(x).
Definition 2 (Smale [7]). We say that x is an approximate zero for
F if the sequence x0=x, xk+1=NF (xk) is defined and there is a ‘ such that
F(‘)=0 with
&xk&‘&( 12)
2k&1 &x&‘&.
We call ‘ the associated zero.
Our main result describes a construction for the subdivision ti and gives
a sufficient M for xM to be an approximate zero for gtM with associated
zero ‘tM and for ‘tM to be an =-minimizer for f on 0.
Before stating our main result we have to introduce some new invariants.
Given a vector x # int-0 we let Lx : Rn  R p be the linear map whose i th
coordinate is given by
(Lx( y)) i=
( y, bi )
(x, bi )&;i
.
Proposition 1. For t>0 and x # int-0
{ft(x)= gt(x)={f (x)&tLTx e (1)
with e # R p the vector whose components are all equal to one: e=(1, ..., 1)T,
D2ft(x)(u, v)=D2f (x)(u, v)+t(Lxu, Lxv) (2)
for any u, v # Rn.
The proof of this proposition is easy and left to the reader.
Since we have assumed rank b=n, the map Lx is injective so that:
Proposition 2. For any x # int-0
(u, v) x=(Lxu, Lxv)R p
is a scalar product on Rn.
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For x=‘t , t>0, let us denote Lt=L‘t and (u, v) t=(u, v) ‘t . We write
&u&t for the corresponding norm. Since Lx is injective and f is smooth and
convex, the second derivative at x # 0 of ft for any t>0 is positive definite
so that Dgt(x) is non-singular.
Definition 3. We denote
$= sup
0<t, t$1
sup
k2 \ supui # R n
1i p
&Dgt$(‘t)&1 Dkg(‘t)(u1 , ..., uk)&t
k! &u1&t } } } &uk&t +
1(k&1)
.
Our algorithm is the following:
0. Notations: u=u0 (1+$), a0=u0(2(1+2u0)):0 . Here u0 and :0
are positive universal constants. They are defined in Theorems 2 and 3
below.
1. Input: =>0, t0=1, x0 # int-0 such that &x0&‘t0 &t0u.
2. M :=W(- p (1+$)a0)( |ln =|+ln p)X
3. ti+1 :=ti (1&a0 (- p (1+$))), 0i<M.
4. xi+1 :=Ngti+1(xi ), 0i<M,
5. Output: xM .
Theorem 1. This algorithm is well defined, xM is an approximate zero
for gtM with associated zero ‘tM and ‘tM is an =-minimizer for f on 0.
Remark. The integer M measures the complexity of this algorithm.
M depends on the number of constraints p, on the tolerance = and on the
invariant $.
Remark. When f is a quadratic or a linear function, $ is equal to 0, so
that:
Corollary 1. When f is a quadratic convex or a linear function, we can
take in this algorithm
2. M :=W(- pa0)( |ln =|+ln p)X
3. ti+1 :=ti (1&a0 - p ), 0i<M.
Remark. For a quadratic convex or a linear function this complexity
does not depend on the function f or on 0.
In the case when the Hessian of f along the analytic path is non-singular,
one can bound the invariant $ introduced previously using the following
proposition:
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Definition 4. For any injective operator L: Rn  R p we denote by L-
its MoorePenrose inverse L-=(LTL)&1 LT and its condition number by
}(L)=&L& &L-&,
where & }& denotes the operator norm.
Proposition 3. Let f be an analytic convex function. Under the assump-
tion of positive definiteness of the Hessian along the analytic path for f, we
have
$ sup
0t1
}(Lt) sup
k2 \&Dg(‘t)&1&
&Dkg(‘t)&t
k! +
1(k&1)
.
Bibliographical Remarks. In [5], J. Renegar and M. Shub (see also
L. Blum, F. Cucker, M. Shub, and S. Smale [1]) analyse the barrier
method for the linear programming problem (LP) using alpha-theory. We
follow here their steps.
In [1, Chap. 15, Theorem 1], the complexity
M :=|ln =|+ln 2pa - p |
is given for the LP problem and a similar algorithm. Here a is a universal
constant. Our main result for linear maps is similar.
Another important complexity result for the barrier method is given by
Nesterov and Nemirovskii [3]. They do not separate, as we do here, the
objective function f and the set of constraints 0; by adding a new variable
and a new constraint, we always can take for f a linear function:
inf
x # 0
f (x) becomes inf
x # 0
f (x) y
y.
In their approach, they introduce a self-concordance hypothesis on the
barrier function which imposes a limitation on the choice of f. In our
approach, we can take for f any analytic convex function but we have
limitations on the constraints: here a polyhedron and the log-barrier.
In the case of quadratic convex programming, the limitation on the
choice of f disappears and the theorem we obtain is also a consequence of
NesterovNemirovskii theory [3].
The complexity O(- p |ln =| ) is obtained by F. Jarre [2] and J. Sun
L. Qi [4] in convex programming. They also have a self-concordance
hypothesis like in [3].
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2. PROOFS
The proofs of our results depend heavily on Smale’s alpha-theory which
analyses the convergence properties of Newton’s method from data at one
point [7]. We give here two theorems: the :-theorem and the Robust
:-theorem (see [7, 6, 1]).
Let g be an analytic function between two Banach spaces g: E  F. We
define here the following invariants:
Definition 5. For any x # E such that Dg(x) is an isomorphism let
;(g, x)=&Dg(x)&1 g(x)&,
#(g, x)=sup
k2 "Dg(x)&1
Dkg(x)
k! "
1(k&1)
,
:(g, x)=;(g, x) #(g, x).
The concept of approximate zero for g has been defined in our Defini-
tion 2.
Theorem 2 (:-theorem). There is a universal constant :0>0 with the
following property. If :(g, x):0 then x is an approximate zero of g.
Moreover, the distance to the associated zero ‘ is at most 2;(g, x).
Theorem 3 (Robust :-theorem). There are universal constants :0 ,
u0>0 such that if :(g, x):0 then there is a zero ‘ of g such that Ng maps
B(x, u0 #(g, x)) into B(‘, (3&- 7)2#(g, ‘)) with contraction constant less
than or equal to 12 . Moreover B(x, u0 #(g, x)) consists of approximate zeros
with associated zero ‘.
Remark. In [1, Chap. 8, Remark 6], the values :0=0.03 and u0=0.05
are given. We do not know if better values have been already obtained. See
also [6, Theorem 3].
The proof of Theorem 1 is a consequence of the three following propositions:
Proposition 4. For any t>0
f (‘t)& f (‘)tp.
Proof. For any x # int-0, let us define the following affine function
L x : Rn  R p by
(L x( y)) i=
(bi , y) &;i
(bi , x)&;i
.
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L x(0) is contained in R p+ and the linear part of L x is equal to Lx . Since
f is convex we have
f (‘t)& f (‘)(g(‘t), ‘t&‘)
and since (L t(‘), e)0 we get
f (‘t)& f (‘)(g(‘t), ‘t&‘) +t(L t(‘), e).
The equality gt(‘t)=0 gives g(‘t)=tLTt e so that
f (‘t)& f (‘)t(LTt e, ‘t&‘)+t(L t(‘&‘t), e)+t(L t(‘t), e)
=t(L t(‘t), e) =tp. K
Proposition 5. Let Rn have inner product ( , ) t and norm & }&t . then
for all t$, 0t$t,
;(gt$ , ‘t)=&Dgt$(‘t)&1 gt$(‘t)&t } t&t$t$ } - p , (1)
#(gt$ , ‘t)=sup
k2 "Dgt$(‘t)&1
Dkgt$(‘t)
k! "
1(k&1)
t
1+$. (2)
Proof. (1) Let
;(gt$ , ‘t)=&Dgt$(‘t)&1 gt$(‘t)&t
=&Dgt$(‘t)&1 (g(‘t)&t$LTt e)&t .
Since gt(‘t)=0 we have g(‘t)=tLTt e so that
;(gt$ , ‘t)=|t&t$| &Dgt$(‘t)&1 LTt e&t
|t&t$| &Lt Dgt$(‘t)&1 LTt e&
|t&t$| - p &Lt Dgt$(‘t)&1 LTt &.
Let us notice that
Dgt$(‘t)=Dg(‘t)+t$LTt Lt
is the sum of a positive semi-definite matrix and a positive definite one. Let
us introduce a singular value decomposition of Lt : Lt=U( 70 ) V with U and
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V p_p and n_n orthogonal matrices and 7 a n_n diagonal matrix with
positive diagonal entries (rank Lt=n).
We have
&Lt Dgt$(‘t)&1 LTt &=&Lt(Dg(‘t)+t$L
T
t Lt)
&1 LTt &
=&7(VDg(‘t) V T+t$72)&1 7&
=&(7&1VDg(‘t) V T7&1+t$In)&1&
1
t$
because 7&1VDg(‘t) V T7&1 is a positive semi-definite matrix (adding such
a matrix to t$In increases its eigenvalues).
This yields
&Lt Dgt$(‘t)&1 LTt &
1
t$
so that
;(gt$ , ‘t) } t&t$t$ } - p .
(2) We have
#(gt$ , ‘t)=sup
k2 "Dgt$(‘t)&1
Dkgt$(‘t)
k! "
1(k&1)
t
.
We first remark that
Dkgt$(‘t)(u1 , ..., uk)=Dkg(‘t)(u1 , ..., uk)+(&1)k+1 t$k! LTt |
with |i=>kj=1 (Lt(u j )) i . Moreover we see that &|&1 when &u j&t=1.
Consequently
"Dgt$(‘t)&1 D
kgt$(‘t)
k! "t 1+"Dgt$(‘t)&1
Dkg(‘t)
k! "t 1+$k&1
using the inequality
&Dgt$(‘t)&1 LTt &t
1
t$
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proved previously. This yields
#(gt$ , ‘t)sup
k2
(1+$k&1)1(k&1)1+$. K
In the following proposition we use the notations introduced previously:
u, u0 , a0 , :0 , where u0 and :0 are the universal constants appearing in
Theorem 3, a0=u0 (2(1+2u0)):0 , and u=u0 (1+$). We have the
following:
Proposition 6. For any 0<t1, xt with &xt&‘t&tu and t$ such that
\1& a0- p (1+$)+ tt$t
then:
(1) xt is an approximate zero for gt$ with associated zero ‘t$
(2) xt$=Ngt$(xt) satisfies
&xt$&‘t$ &t$u.
Remark. In this proposition, the Rn have the inner product ( , ) t and
the concept of approximate zero is related here to this norm. For this
reason, according to Theorem 2 and Definition 5, the norm appearing in
the definitions of ; and # is & }&t .
Proof. From the hypothesis we get easily
} t&t$t$ }
a0
- p (1+$)
and by Proposition 5
;(gt$ , ‘t) } t&t$t$ } - p 
a0
1+$
and #(gt$ , ‘t)1+$
so that
:(gt$ , ‘t)a0:0 .
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By Theorem 2, ‘t is an approximate zero of gt$ with associated zero ‘t$ and
&‘t&‘t$&t2;(gt$ , ‘t)
2a0
1+$
.
We also have, by Proposition 5(2),
&xt&‘t&tu=
u0
1+$

u0
#(gt$ , ‘t)
so that, by Theorem 3,
&xt$&Ngt$(‘t)&t=&Ngt$(xt)&Ngt$(‘t)&t
u
2
.
This gives
&xt$&‘t$ &t&xt$&Ngt$(‘t)&t+&Ngt$(‘t)&‘t$&t

u
2
+;(gt$ , ‘t)
u
2
+
a0
1+$
.
Let us now give an estimate for &xt$&‘t$&t$ . We have
&xt$&‘t$ &t$=&Lt$(xt$&‘t$)&=&Lt$L-t Lt(xt$&‘t$)&.
Let Vt=Lt(Rn). Let Lt$L-t : Vt  R
p is the restriction to Vt of the linear
map from R p to itself represented by the diagonal matrix having
(bi , ‘t) &;i
(b i , ‘t$)&;i
as the i th entry on the diagonal.
Since
} (bi , ‘t)&;i(bi , ‘t$) &;i }=
1
1&|(bi , ‘t&‘t$)(b i , ‘t$)&;i |

1
1&&‘t&‘t$&t
we deduce that
&Lt$L-t &
1
1&&‘t&‘t$&t

1
1&2a0(1+$)
.
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Consequently,
&xt$&‘t$ &t$
1
1&2a0 (1+$)
&xt$&‘t$ &t
1
1&2a0 (1+$) \
u
2
+
a0
1+$+u
and this completes the proof. K
Proof of Theorem 1. Using Proposition 6 we only have to check that
‘tM is an =-minimizer for f. By Proposition 3 we have
f (‘tM )& f (‘)tM p=\1& a0- p (1+$)+
M
p.
This last quantity is = when
M=- p (1+$)a0 ( |ln =|+ln p)|
and we are done. K
Proof of Proposition 3. Since Lt is injective we have L-t Lt=idRn so that
&Dgt$(‘t)&1 Dkg(‘t)(u1 , ..., uk)&t
=&Lt Dgt$(‘t)&1 L-t Lt D
kg(‘t)(u1 , ..., uk)&
&}(Lt)& &Dgt$(‘t)&1& &Dkg(‘t)(u1 , ..., uk)&t .
Under the assumption of positive definiteness of the Hessian along the
analytic path for f,
Dgt$(‘t)=Dg(‘t)+t$LTt Lt
is the sum of two positive definite matrices. This yields
&Dgt$(‘t)&1&&Dg(‘t)&1&
because adding t$LTt Lt to Dg(‘t) strictly increases its eigenvalues. Thus,
$ sup
0t1
sup
k2 \}(Lt) &Dg(‘t)&1& "
Dkg(‘t)
k! "t +
1(k&1)
and we are done, using the fact that }(Lt)1. K
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